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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 
however the information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 
errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 
Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 
trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 
that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 
otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 
Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 
the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2011. 
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Welcome 
 

Welcome to the ABW Balance Tables training. 

This is a training course that illustrates the important types and principles 
of balance tables. The course contains these training sessions as follows: 

• Session 1 – An overview of Balance Tables 

• Session 2 – Creating and Reporting on a Standard Balance Table 

• Session 3 – Looking at Balance Table SQL 

• Session 4 – Linking a Balance Table to a Data Model 

• Session 5 – Looking at Database Views 

• Session 6 – Looking at ABW System Balance Tables. 

The course is designed for super and advanced users, and you should be 
familiar with using and working in a Microsoft Windows environment. 

Before starting this course you should have attended the following ABW 
training course: 

• Introduction to ABW. 
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Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

• location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee 

• fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points 

• mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off 

• breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including coffee 
breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a lunch break of 
approximately 1 hour 

• feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the course. 
Please fill them in before you leave. 

Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

• the course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can follow 
on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding of the 
topics covered, which unless stated otherwise should be 
completed on ABW client A3 

• teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 
appropriate to help to help explain concepts, processes or 
procedures 

• a number of documents support the course: 

• ABW Balance Tables Course Delegate’s Workbook to guide you 
through the course (this document) 

• ABW Balance Tables Exercise Workbook containing a set of 
exercises to do as you work through the Delegate’s Workbook. 

Additional information on the topics covered in the training is available in 
the On-line Help, and this ABW Reference Manual: 

• Reporting. 
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Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• understand the different categories of balances tables and their uses 
(there are 3 types of balance tables, this course concentrates on one 
of these types) 

• be able to set-up a new balance table, populate it, and maintain it 

• be able to set up data warehouses (a snapshot of your data at one 
time) and a simple database view 

• be able to link a balance table into the ABW Data Model (to bring in 
extra items of information) 

• be able to set up and use mathematical and user defined amount 
types (% of total etc) 

• understand the use of ‘special’ ABW balance tables which are set up 
in ABW, two examples are FATRANS (Fixed Asset Transactions) and 
EXPENSES. 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 
you understand the concepts and tasks that are described by your trainer. 

Each session has a set of key learning points that you can use to check 
that you have understood how to perform the tasks that are described in 
the session training. 
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Further courses to attend 

After the training, you can attend additional training related to individual 
ABW modules to support your specific business processes. 

Courses that you may consider include: 

• Enquiry, Browser and Analyzer 

• Excelerator Basics 

• Excelerator Advanced. 
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Session 1 
An Overview of Balance Tables 
 

This section provides you with an overview of ABW Balance Tables.  

• what are ABW balance tables 

• looking at types of balance table.  

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the use 
of ABW balance tables. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding ABW balance tables, and their use. 

Understanding the types of balance table. 
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What are ABW balance tables? 

Balance tables are special registers (both standard and user defined), 
which contain the system’s transactions on an aggregated level. 

The balance table is aggregated based on a selection of up to eight 
different fields (accounting analysis attributes) in the general ledger. These 
accounting attributes can be freely combined in accordance with the 
company’s specific reporting and enquiring requirements. 

The transaction registers to be aggregated can also be combined in the 
same balance table. 

 

 

 

Within ABW, transactions and balance tables are processed as follows: 

• the TPS (Transaction Processing Service) server process updates 
transactions into the adwtrans table 

• General Ledger transactions held in the table are updated by the 
DWS (Data Warehouse Server process) 

• balance tables are populated / updated (if there are any problems 
with the transaction process the DWS is not affected so balance table 
still get updated). 

NOTE: You can have any number of balance tables in the ABW database. 
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Looking at types of balance table 

The types of balance table are: 

• Aggregated – contain summary transactions so are more efficient 
for enquiry purposes as you do not have to run an enquiry on the full 
transaction table. These tables can include data from separate 
modules, and typically you use aggregated tables for Excelerator 
reporting, budget reporting etc 

• View – a virtual table used to display almost any information in the 
database via an enquiry window which is defined as a database view 

• Transaction – which contains transaction data that is not 
aggregated. Typically you use these types of tables as a holding 
table before exporting the data to another system (i.e. as an export 
interface table). 

A typical example of an aggregated balance table is: 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

Aggregated balance table 
that shows only subtotals 

Full list of posted transactions 
including sub totals 
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Session 2 
Creating and Reporting on a 
Standard Balance Table 
 

This section of the training provides you with a demonstration of how you 
create a balance table in ABW, populate the table with data, and run an 
enquiry on the table. It covers: 

• creating a balance table 

• populating a balance table with data 

• performing balance table enquiries 

• adding budgets to balance tables 

• working with data warehouses. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you create a balance table or a data warehouse in ABW, and how you 
populate the table with data. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how to define a standard balance table. 

Understanding how to populate a balance table with data. 

Understanding how to run an enquiry on data held in a balance 
table. 

Understanding how to add budget data to a balance table, and 
populate the table with the data. 

Understanding data warehouses, their use, and how you create and 
populate them. 
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Creating a balance table 

To show you how to create a balance table, you can work through an 
example that should look something like this when complete: 

 

1. Display the Balance table definition window (AG01): 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table definition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Balance table definition fields 

Rows to select 
attributes for balance 
table, you can only 
select one attribute 
from each category 
 

Rows to select amounts for 
balance table 
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2. Enter the balance table details in the following fields: 

 

 Enter a unique Balance table identifier.  The Table name is 
populated automatically as you tab out of the Balance table field 
and becomes prefixed with AAG. 

Enter a description of the balance table.  Use a name which is as 
descriptive as possible and is related to the function of the 
balance table. 

 

Enter an identifier for the budget version in the Budget Type field, 
for example 01.  Note, that the standard balance tables that have 
a budget type all have type AA (for historical reasons).  The 
budget values will be added to the balance table when the balance 
table update process is run. 

 Select the Aggregated balance table type from the Bal.tbl.type 
drop-down list.  There are two further types, Transaction (a non-
aggregated balance table that requires updating by SQL queries 
and is not viewable in Balance table enquiries) and View (a 
balance table that is not stored as a physical table in the 
database, but as a view of one or more tables / registers). 

Select the Active status from the Status drop-down list.  A Closed 
status deactivates a table and allows you to delete the balance 
table if necessary via Tools | Delete). 

The Data control field should be left blank for this course, but is 
covered in great detail in the Security and Administration course. 

Leave the Head office check box deselected.   If enabled, data 
consolidation will happen per head office company and also 
requires that one of your balance table attributes is A3 CLIENT. 

 Select the Createable check box to ensure that when you update a 
balance table, existing un-aggregated transactions are included in 
the Balance Table (you can leave this blank if you want to 
populate the balance table via a bespoke process). 

  

Warning:  
Do NOT attempt 
to change the 
table name 
because it 
assures that user-
defined balance 
tables are not 
overwritten upon 
new ABW 
releases (i.e. 
potential new 
standard balance 
tables). 
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Select the Update by AGRDWS check box to enable you to update the 
balance table automatically via the Data Warehouse Server process 
(AGRDWS).  If this is not selected the balance table will be static and 
only updatable thorough a server process. 

3. Enter the balance table attributes in the Attributes list. You can enter up 
to 8 posting attributes.  The numbering/relative positioning of the 
attributes is independent of the Category number of the individual 
attribute. 

 

 Enter the attribute name in the Attribute column, for example 
COSTC. 

NOTE: Two attributes in the same Category may not reside in 
the same balance table (unless you change the SQL). 

 Select the Blank check box if you want to have a transaction 
included in the balance table that may not have had attribute 
value saved as part of the original posted account analysis. 

For example, in the screenshot above you will get transactions 
aggregated when values have been posted to Account and Costc 
as well as transaction where Costc is blank.  ACCOUNT will always 
be included in the transaction and does not need the check box 
selected. 

Enter the balance table amount types in the Amounts list. You can 
enter up to 10 amount types as default but are able to add 
additional amount types as required, using the insert rows 
command. 

 Enter the sequence number in the Seq field. This indicates how 
the amount type columns will appear in the enquiry screen 
(1-99). 

 Select which Module the amount types originate from. You also 
use this field to activate any user-defined columns or amount 
types (after having defined them through Tools/User defined 
amount types). 
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Select the amount type from the Amount type drop-down list. The 
options available for selection vary according to the module 
chosen, for example for General Ledger you can select standard 
Company Information amount types, statistical and budget 
values. 

Select the check box at the end of the row to show debit and 
credit amounts as separate columns (regardless of whether you 
use the debit/credit functionality in transaction entry). 

4. Save the balance table definition: 

 Data | Save (F12 or disk icon) 

After the balance table is saved you cannot make any changes to the 
table. 

5. Close window. 
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Populating a balance table with data 

You need to run the Balance table update (AG01) server process to 
populate a balance table with data. 

1. Display the Balance table update window (AG01): 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table update 

 

2. Enter the criteria to run the update: 

 Select the balance table to update from the Balance table drop-
down list (in this example BAL1) 

 Select the period for which you want to include transactions in the 
balance table in the Period from and Period to fields (if you are 
loading high volumes of old data it is better to do it in small 
sections) e.g. Apr 2005 to Mar 2006 

 Select the General Ledger Y/N check box to include amounts from 
the General Ledger only (budgets are not yet defined and 
therefore only this transaction type needs to be selected). 

3. Run the update: 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12, or click the disk icon) 

A report order number is generated. 

4. Acknowledge the report order number: 

 Click OK 

List of different parameters used 
in the AG01 selection criteria 
(items 15 – 20 are only for use if 
you are not using GL) 

List of parameters used to run 
the AG01 process, rows 1-9 are 
standard for all reports 

Selects the balance table for 
which you want to run the AG01 
process 
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5. Display the report details: 

 Select client menu | AGRESSO Common | Maintenance of ordered 
reports to display a list of ordered reports, for example: 

 

 Select the AG01 report to zoom in on the report details by 
selecting Data menu | Zoom: 

 

 Close zoom window. 

Double click on report row or select Show report printout from the 
Tools menu to check the process has ended OK. 

6. Close windows. 
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Performing balance table enquiries 

The Balance table enquiry facility is a powerful tool you can use to enquire 
on balance tables and data warehouses (periodic balance tables). 

As an ABW system is built, decisions are made on which attributes are to 
have data posted directly against them (posting attributes) and which ones 
are merely to be used to gather the data together so that you can use 
them in reporting. 

The diagram below attempts to show this: 

 

 

 

 

 

All ABW transactions are stored in transaction tables for the relevant 
modules e.g. agltrans, asutrans etc. These transaction tables hold all the 
detail information posted with the transaction e.g. date, transaction 
number, GL analysis etc. You can create balance tables to hold a 
summarised version of the information in these transaction tables. 

ABW is supplied with a number of standard balance tables. However, as 
organisations differ it is more appropriate to also define balance tables to 
suit your own reporting needs. Balance tables: 

• can be user defined tables 

• hold balances for ’like’ attribute values 

• can hold user defined amounts (including mathematical 
expressions). 

 

    

Busunit AR 
  

Busunit BS 
  

CBAR CBBS   CLAR     

Both DIVISION and 
BUSUNIT are reporting 
attributes – they can 
be used to report on 
data that has been 
posted into certain 
cost centres. 

Cost centre is a posting attribute – as 
information is input, these analysis 
categories are completed. 

The lines seen 
here, that join the 
attributes 
together, are the 
relations. 

Division BS 

CLBS 
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Performing a balance table enquiry 

You can perform a balance table enquiry to display details of transaction 
data held in a balance table. 

You perform a balance table enquiry using the Balance table enquiry 
window which you can display using either of these methods: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Balance table enquiry 

or: 

Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | Balance 
tables 

NOTE: If you are defining templates you must use the same location for 
defining and using the template. 

1. Display the Balance table enquiry window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Balance table enquiry 

 

NOTE:  

• separate tabs are displayed for selecting the enquiry setup, and 
displaying the enquiry results 

• you can change the column names 

• relations can be included in an enquiry. 
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2. Select the balance table on which you want to perform an enquiry: 

 Select AGGADP from the Balance table drop-down list 

 Press Tab to display a list of balance table attributes in the 
Column name field 

At this stage you normally enter your enquiry criteria, the key fields 
are: 

• Column name - a list of search fields which can be used in the 
balance enquiry 

• Attribute - the transaction level attribute related to the attribute 
in Column name 

• Show – determines if the field is displayed in the enquiry 

• Sort – specifies the ordering of the enquiry criteria 

• SubTot - determines if subtotals are displayed 

• Text - allows you to display a text description for each field 

• From and To – specify a range of search values 

• ## - when displayed by clicking on Show displays extra 
information in the balance table (how many transactions are 
incorporated in the aggregated balance). 

3. Leave the enquiry criteria unchanged to accept the default criteria. 

4. Run the enquiry to display the results: 

 Press F7 
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NOTE:  

• the table should balance to zero (standard enquiry with no 
relations – if a relation is not defined for all values, then 
transactions will be omitted from results – hence it may not 
balance to zero) 

• the data should agree with the GL enquiry – if online and fully 
populated – this is a good control mechanism, particularly when a 
balance table is initially set up 

• only aggregated balances are held, although it is possible to 
zoom into the aggregated balances to see the transactions that 
comprise the balance. 

5. Zoom into the aggregated balances to see the transactions that 
comprise the balance: 

 Select an entry in the Results 

Select Data | Zoom (or Alt+F6) to display the transaction details, 
for example: 

 

 Close the window 

6. Close the Balance table enquiry window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.1: Performing a Balance table enquiry 
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Adding budgets to balance tables 

You can use balance tables to hold budget data, typically either entering 
budget data directly into a balance table, or by copying and pasting budget 
figures directly into a table (for example from an Excel workbook). 

After you enter data into the Budget Entry screen you must then run an 
ABW server process, in order to update the balance table with the budget 
figures. 

 

Entering budget data 

There are a number of ways of holding budget figures within ABW, for 
example PCB or the Budgeting module. The most straightforward method is 
to hold the budget against a balance table using the General Ledger 
budgeting functionality which is illustrated in the following example. 

You hold a budget against a balance table using the Budget entry window. 

1. Display the Budget entry window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Budgeting | Budget 
entry 

 

Budget figures can be input directly, although this is rather time 
consuming, and it is more usual to copy and paste budget numbers 
from an Excel workbook. For very large budgets there is also an ABW 
Budget Load program that can be used to import data into this table. 

Be careful about formatting (e.g. use negatives for balances which 
would normally be a credit). 
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NOTE:  

• the default balance table AGGADP is set in common parameter 
DEF_AGGREGATE_ID 

• recognises attributes and budget variant defined on Balance 
Table 

• you can click on a budget type where you can select rev.budget 
depending on what you have defined (for example you could 
enter budget information, then 6 months later you could enter a 
revised budget) 

• OK allows you to enter new rows of data 

• you can use Find (or F7) to search and return all data 

• you can type in the budget data line by line if required 

• you can double-click on a blank row to display a zoom window 
where you can enter the budget data. 

2. Enter the budget information: 

 Select Find to show any existing budget figure 

 

If the Find option returns no values then inserting new rows and 
copying in data from an Excel spreadsheet would be the easiest 
option. 

NOTE:  
• Some validation is performed but this does not examine the account 

rules 
• Existing budget figures may be deleted using Edit l Delete row 
• Amending existing budgets can be achieved by Zooming in or by 

using the Percentage tool 
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 Select Tools l Percentage 

 

Using this Tool will change all budget figures in the screen to 
reflect the percentage as a value of the original budget amount. 

For example: 

Original budget figures: 

 

New budget figures after the percentage tool applied: 
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 Double clicking on a budget row will display the Zoom tool 

 

In this screen you are able to enter the attribute values you wish 
to hold budgets against as well as entering the budget figures for 
the necessary period range. 

The Distribution tool will spread the budget figure held in the 
Budget (BB) field based on the From and To period dates and the 
distribution methods chosen – i.e. L (Linear), B (Back weighted), 
F (Front weighted), M (Manual), N (Normal distribution – S curve) 
or U (User Defined). 

 Select Save twice to save the new/amended budgets 

Return to the main Budget entry screen by selecting Find (F7).  
Select a new balance table - BAL1 for the next part of the 
demonstration (or you could have selected a new budget type if 
required.) 

Enter the BAL1 budget information: 

• Open spreadsheet 55_INAG7_BudLoad.xls and access the 
“Budget” worksheet. 

• Copy an area including your budget data and the column names 

• Complete by pasting this into the budget entry window (first 
making sure that there are enough rows) 
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NOTE:  

• If you don’t copy column names along with you budget data 
the data cannot be pasted into the budget entry window  

• Some validation is performed but this does not examine the 
account rules. 

3. Save the data, then close the Budget entry window: 

 Select Data | Save 

 Select Close 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.2: Entering budget balances 
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Updating a balance table with budget figures 

After you enter data into the Budget Entry screen you need to run a server 
process to update the balance table with the budget figures. You can run 
the update process using either of these windows: 

• AG01 Transfer budget to balance table 

• AG01 Balance table update (with the budget flag checked). 

Both windows run the same server update process – AG01. 

After the balance table is updated, you can display the results by 
performing a balance table enquiry. 

1. Run the AG01 update server process: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table update 

 

 Select Balance table e.g. BAL1 

 Enter the period range e.g. Apr 2005 to Mar 2006 

 Select the Budget Y/N check box 

2. Check server process has run OK in Maintenance of ordered reports 
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3. Perform a balance table enquiry to confirm that the balance table 
has been populated with the budget figures: 

 Select client menu | AGRESSO Common | Balance table enquiry 

 

4. Run the enquiry to display the results: 

 Press F7 
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5. Add a variance column (amount – budget) to change the display of 
the table data (this does not change the contents of table): 

 From the Setup tab, select the Expression button from the Tools 
menu 

 

 Type Variance for the Heading and Tab 

Double-click Amount to enter it into the Expression field (@AA is 
displayed in the field) 

 Type – after the @AA in the Expression field 

Double-click Budget to enter it into the Expression field (@BB is 
displayed in the field) 

 Click OK to include the field in the enquiry 

 

You can change the order of the columns and select Show 
box to display column in the Results tab
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Press F7 to display the results: 

 

6. Close the Balance table enquiry window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.2: Entering budget balances 
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Looking at data warehouses 

You can use data warehouses in ABW to generate a snapshot of balance 
table data for a specific period of time that helps you run enquiries and 
reports on table data. 

 

About data warehouses 

A Data Warehouse is a snapshot of data in a balance table for a specific 
period, and which is created as a separate balance table in the ABW 
database.  

For example, the following illustrates a series of data warehouses that have 
been generated from the aagbal1 balance table, where a separate data 
warehouse has been created from each month of the year. Each of the data 
warehouses is saved as a separate balance table in the ABW database: 

 

The benefit of data warehouses includes: 

• availability of additional amount types for you enquiries, for example 
Year to Date balances, and which are not available to you via other 
ABW enquiries, 

• increased efficiency of enquiry processing (since you are enquiring 
on a snapshot of data for a specific time period, rather than on the 
full balance table). 
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Creating a data warehouse 

You create a data warehouse using the Balance table definition (Data 
warehouse) window which you display from the Balance table definition 
window (AG01). 

1. Display the Balance table definition window (AG01): 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table definition 

 Select BAL1 for the Balance table 

 Tab to the next field to display the balance table details 
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2. Display the Balance table definition window (Data warehouse) 
window to create a data warehouse: 

 Select Data warehouse button from the Tools menu 

 

NOTE:  

• additional amount types – you can select these to include the 
amount type in the data warehouse table 

• alternative period type – you can specify the number of periods 
that you want to use, for example: 

Alt. Period type Periods included (e.g. Current Period = 200803) 

1 200803 

2 200803 and 200802 

3 200803, 200802 and 200801 

 

NOTE: If you use the alternative period type you must also select the 
Current period and Last period check boxes. 

Additional amount types 

Alternative period type 
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3. Define the data warehouse details: 

 Select and deselect the check boxes as required, for example: 

 

4. Save the Balance table definition (Data warehouse) window, followed 
by Balance table definition (AG01) window: 

 Select Data | Save (or press 12) and close the Balance table 
definition (Data warehouse) window 

 Save and close the Balance table definition window 
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Populating a data warehouse with data 

You need to run the Generation of data warehouse (AG18) server process 
to populate a data warehouse with balance table data after you have 
defined the data warehouse. 

NOTE: You can generate a data warehouse any number of times – re-running the 
generation process automatically deletes the existing data warehouse 

1. Display the Generation of data warehouse window (AG18): 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Generation of data warehouse 

 

2. Enter the criteria to run the update: 

 Select the balance table to update from the Balance table drop-
down list (in this example BAL1) 

 Select the period e.g. Apr 2005 

3. Run the update: 

 Data | Save (or press F12 or the disk icon) 

A report order number is generated. 

4. Acknowledge the report order number. 

List of parameters used to 
run the AG18 process 

Selects the balance table for 
which you want to run the 
AG18 process 

 Warning:  
Data warehouses 
are always off-
line, therefore you 
should generate 
them every month 
end to ensure that 
all transaction 
data is included in 
the data 
warehouse 
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Viewing data warehouse data 

You can view transaction data held in a data warehouse after you have run 
the AG18 Generation of data warehouse process. 

To view data warehouse data you use the Balance table enquiry window, 
which automatically displays the additional amount types that you selected 
when creating the data warehouse. 

1. Display the Balance table enquiry window: 

 Select A3 client menu | AGRESSO Common | Balance table 
enquiry 

2. Display the setup options: 

 Select the Balance table 

 Tab to the next field and select the data warehouse then tab to 
display the additional amount types created via the data 
warehouse 

 

 

 

Additional amount types created by generating the data 
warehouse are displayed in the Setup tab 
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3. Run the enquiry to display the results on the Results tab, for 
example: 

 Press F7 

 

 

 

NOTE: For reporting purposes, you can also use Excelerator to report on the 
additional amount types. 

4. Close the window. 

 

Data for additional amount types created by generating 
the data warehouse is displayed in the Results tab 
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Deleting a data warehouse 

You can run the AG18 Delete data warehouse (AG18) server process to 
delete a data warehouse, typically to delete old periodic balance tables that 
you no longer require. 

1. Display the AG18 Delete data warehouse window: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Delete data warehouse 

 

2. Enter the parameters to run the deletion process: 

 Select the Balance table from which the data warehouse table 
data is derived (i.e. the parent table) e.g. BAL1 

 Select the Period (i.e. data warehouse) e.g. Apr 2005 

3. Run the deletion process: 

 Data | Save (or press F12 or the disk icon) 

A report order number is generated. 

4. Acknowledge the report order number, then close the window. 

5. In Balance table enquiry, check that the data warehouse you have 
just deleted is no longer available. 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.3: Case Study 

 

List of parameters used to run 
the process 

Parameters to specify the data 
warehouse that you want to 
delete 
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Session 3 
Looking at Balance Table SQL 
 

This session provides you with an overview of the SQL query that lies 
behind the definition of a balance table in ABW. It covers: 

• viewing balance table SQL 

• amending balance table SQL. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
SQL queries affect the transaction data which is held in a balance table. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how SQL queries affect the population of balance 
tables. 

Understanding how to display the underlying SQL queries behind a 
balance table. 

Understanding how to amend a balance table SQL query to change 
the data held within a balance table. 
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About SQL 

SQL stands for Structured Query Language and is an extremely powerful 
programming language which allows ABW software developers to: 

• create and delete databases and tables 

• create, delete, and enquire on data held within database tables 

• control user access to all aspects of a database. 

When you define a new balance table, ABW generates a set of SQL queries 
on the basis of the attributes and amount types that you have chosen for 
the table. These SQL queries are used whenever a balance table is created 
or updated, either by the report Balance table update (AG01) or on-line by 
the transaction server process AGRTPS. 

You can view balance table SQL to examine the underlying SQL query code 
for a table. 

Although it is possible to generate a balance table by writing SQL code, this 
requires specialist SQL knowledge, and for this reason it is recommended 
that wherever possible you define ABW balance tables: 

• using the Balance table definition window, and: 

• without amending the SQL behind the balance table. 

However, there may be occasions when there is a need to amend the SQL 
behind a balance table, for example: 

• if a Balance Table is required to report on two attributes that are in 
the same category 

• you only need a particular range of account data in a balance table. 
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Viewing balance table SQL 

You can view balance table SQL to examine the underlying SQL queries 
behind a balance table using the ABW Balance table definition window. 

1. Display the Balance table definition window: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table definition 

 

2. Display details of the BAL1 table in the window: 

 Select BAL1 for the Balance table 

 Tab to the next field to display the table details in the window 

3. Display the table SQL: 

 Double-click on an attribute value in the Attribute column (or 
select Data | Zoom) 
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A Balance table definition (zoom) window is displayed with details of 
the SQL code: 

 

NOTE:  

• the SEL (select) statements are the key SQL statements which 
read data 

• if you leave a box unchecked in the table definition window, it is 
shown as “” when you display the SQL. 

The information which displayed for each SQL query is: 

• Transaction – the data register that supplies the balance table 
with data, for example Budget, General Ledger, Contract 
Accounting etc 

• Type – the query type: 
 
SEL - read data to update the balance table 
INS - inserts new row in balance table 
NUL - resets amount values to zero 
UPD - updates amount fields 
EXE - additional query run before SEL query. 

• SeqNo – the order in which queries are run 

• Query parameter – the SQL query 

• Status – status of the query (N=Normal, P=Parked). 

SQL query 
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4. Zoom on an individual line to display the full SQL query: 

 Double-click on a SQL query line 

 

You can edit the SQL query to amend the statement as necessary. 

5. Close the windows. 
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Amending balance table SQL 

You can amend a SQL statement behind a balance table if you need to 
change the data held within a balance table, for example if a balance table 
enquiry does not reflect the GL enquiry because it is missing transactions 
(a common source of error). 

The following demonstrates how you can add transactions to a balance 
table. In this example how to amend the SQL to add fixed asset 
transactions (in addition to the resource number transactions which are 
defined when creating the balance table). 

1. Display the Balance table definition window. 

2. Define and save the following balance table: 

 

3. Display the balance table SQL: 

 Double-click on the RESNO attribute in the Attribute column 

 

The SEL statement is the key SQL query which reads data and 
update the balance table. 
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4. Zoom on the SEL statement line to display the full SQL query: 

 Double-click on the SEL type query line 

 

This statement indicates that the balance table BAL2 is selecting 
transactions that have a RESNO in category 3 (or blank). You can 
amend the statement to include other transactions. 

5. Edit the SQL query to include fixed asset transactions as follows: 

 

When you need to amend a SQL query it is recommended that you 
fully document: 

• the reasons for making the amendments  

• details of the changes in the SQL. 

6. Save the data, and close the windows. 
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7. Run the AG01 Balance table update process to update the balance 
table data with the new transactions: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table update 

 

 Select the balance table to update from the Balance table drop-
down list (in this example BAL2) 

 Select the period for which you want to include transactions in the 
balance table in the Period from and Period to fields 

Select Data | Save (or press F12 or the disk icon) to run the 
update 

 Click OK to acknowledge the report order number 

8. Perform an enquiry on the balance table to confirm that the new 
transaction data is included in the table. 

 Select A3 client menu | AGRESSO Common | Balance table 
enquiry 

 Select BAL2 from the Balance table drop-down list 

 Press Tab to display a list of balance table attributes in the 
Column name field 

 Press F7 to display the results (review contents of Resno column) 

Selects the balance table for which 
you want to run the AG01 process 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 3.1: Creating a Balance table 

Exercise 3.2: Populating a Balance table with data 

Exercise 3.3: Balance table update and enquiry 
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Session 4 
Linking a Balance Table 
to a Data Model 
 

This session illustrates how you can link a balance table to the ABW data 
model to gain the full reporting functionality for a balance table by enabling 
links to other tables. It covers: 

• creating a balance table with non-GL amount types 

• an overview of the Data Model 

• linking a balance table to the data model. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you can link a balance table that you create to the ABW data model. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how to create a balance table with non-GL amount 
types, and populate the table with data. 

Understanding how to link a balance table to the data model. 
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Defining a balance table with non-GL amount types 

This section illustrates how you can create a balance table that you will 
subsequently link to the ABW data model. It covers: 

• definition of a balance table with  

• addition of a new amount type that you define. 

1. Display the Balance table definition window: 

 Select Settings menu| System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table definition 

2. Define the following balance table: 

 

This table includes these two amount types: 

• Rest amount - the outstanding amount 

• Reg amount - the registered amount. 

Assume we need to add a third column called ‘Total outstanding 
amount’ which is the sum of the two amount types. 
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3. Add a new amount type to sum the existing two amount types: 

 Click on User defined amount types button from the Tools menu  

A User defined amount types window is displayed 

 

 Press F7 to display a list of user defined amount types 

 

 Insert row 

 Click on row 6 

 Enter 33 for Amount type 

 Click the Mathematical check box 

 Enter EN for Language 

 Enter Total Outstanding for Title 

 Enter 9 for Format, but do not save yet 

4. Define the mathematical expression for the new amount type you 
are adding to the balance table: 

 Click on the Expression button from the Tools menu to display an 
expression window, and enter the following expression: 
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 Click OK to save the expression and Save 

5. Close the User defined amount types window. 

6. Select the new amount type for the new column: 

 Select Total Outstanding for the Amount type 

 

7. Save the balance table definition, and close the window. 

8. Register a Supplier invoice, using these settings: 

• supplier = 5001 

• invoice no = 123123 

• contra a/c = 6010 

• costc = EIT 

You must now populate the Balance Table with data, however 
because the balance table includes some non-GL amount types, it is 
necessary to enable these first using the Activation of balance table 
server window (each non-GL transaction type must be enabled in 
order to update balance tables, for BAL5 this is the Accounts Payable 
and Unauthorised invoices transaction types ). 
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9. Display the Activation of balance table server window: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Activation of balance table server 

 

 Select the available options for the Accounts Payable row to 
enable the non-GL transaction type 

Select the available options for the Unauthorised invoices row to 
enable the non-GL transaction type 

 Save the data  
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10. Run the AG01 Balance table update process to update the balance 
table with the non-GL transaction types (AP and UA): 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table update 

 

 Specify AP as Transaction type 1 

 Specify UA as Transaction type 2 

 Select the Update trans. type 1 and Update trans. type 2 check 
boxes to update the specified transaction types 

 Order the report 

11. Perform an enquiry on the balance table to confirm that the new 
transaction data is included in the table. 

 Select A3 Client menu | AGRESSO Common | Balance table 
enquiry 

 Select BAL5 from the Balance table drop-down list 

 Press Tab to display a list of balance table attributes in the 
Column name field 

 Press F7 to display the results, for example 
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NOTE: It is a common problem that a balance table is not populated with 
non-GL amount types. Possible reason are: 

• the amount types have not been activated in the Activation of 
balance table server window 

• the Balance table update process has not been run with the correct 
parameters. 
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An overview of the Data Model 

The data model is a representation or schema of the ABW database which 
illustrates: 

• the structure of your ABW database 

• data tables which make up the ABW database 

• links and relationships between data tables. 

You can use the data model to: 

• display the properties and detailed structure of the database and 
each data table 

• define and maintain relationships between tables 

• create and maintain SQL queries for data tables. 

You display and maintain the ABW data model in the Data model window in 
ABW: 

1. Display the data model window: 

 Select Settings menu | Data model | Data model 

 

The Data Model is always initially centred on the Company 
Information table and shows the links to that table.  

If you want to display links to another table, double-click on the 
table to redraw the window with the selected table in the centre. 
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2. Maximise the window to ensure the entire model is displayed: 

 Click the Select Fit to screen button from the Tools menu 

 

 

 

The data model displays: 

• tables in the ABW database with: 
 
common name of the table (e.g. Company Information, General 
Ledger), and/or: 
 
technical name of the table (e.g. acrclient, agltransact etc) 

• relational joins between tables. 

The lines indicate: 

• black = standard table or join 

• blue = user defined table or join. 

 

Boxes represent tables in the ABW 
database 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lines illustrate relationships 
between tables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 One-to-one (optional) One-to-one mandatory  

One-to-many (optional)  One-to-many mandatory  

Many-to-one (optional)  Many-to-one mandatory  

Many-to-many (optional)  Many-to-many mandatory                                
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3. Display the links to the Chart of accounts table: 

 Double-click the Chart of accounts (aglaccounts) table  

 

 

 

 

4. Return to the Company information table: 

 Double-click the table Company information (acrclient) 

5. Close the window. 

Double-click a table to display the 
relationship of the table to other 
tables 
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Linking a balance table to the data model 

You can link a balance table to the data model to: 

• gain full reporting functionality which is available for a balance table  

• allow fields in a balance table to be linked to fields in other tables. 

The following demonstration illustrates how you can link a balance table to 
the supplier master file table (asuheader). The demonstration uses the 
BAL5 balance table created in the previous demonstration on creating a 
balance table with non-GL amount types. 

You link a balance table to the data model using the Data model window in 
ABW. 

1. Display the Data model window: 

 Select Settings menu | Data model | Data model 
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2. Display the Supplier (asuheader) table in the Data model window: 

 Click the Go to button on the Tools menu to display a Change 
view dialog to select the module and table that you require: 

 

 Unselect anything previously selected and select the Accounts Payable 
in the Module list 

 Select Supplier in the Table selection list 

 Click OK to display the selected table in the Data model window 

3. Create a new link to a balance table: 

 Click the New join button on the tool bar 

 

 

 

Table selection list 

Module selection list 
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A New join window is then displayed: 

 

4. Specify the link details: 

 Type in aagbal5 in the Table link box to specify the table to which 
you want to create a link (Note – If aagbal5 is not accepted in the 
Table link box, close ABW and log back in) 

Tab to the next field to display the details in the window and 
complete the join criteria as follows: 

 

5. Save the details. A join ID is created for you. 

6. Close the New join window. Then close the Data model window. 

Table link selection  
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7. Confirm that the expand base option is available through a Browser 
enquiry on the balance table: 

 Select A3 Client menu | AGRESSO Common | Balance table 
enquiry and right click mouse and select Open Browser 

 Select BAL5 for the Balance table 

 Tab to the next field to display the table columns 

 Select Expand base from the Tools menu 

Select the Supplier table to display a list of fields in the selected 
table: 

 

8. Close windows. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1: Linking a Balance table to the data model 
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Session 5 
Looking at Database Views 
 

This session introduces you to database views which are types of balance 
table that you can create to assist with business reporting needs. It covers: 

• looking at database views 

• creating a database view 

• looking at examples of database views. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
you can create database views, and the possible uses of database views. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding database views and their purpose. 

Understanding how to create a database view. 

Understanding the different uses of database views for business 
reporting requirements. 
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About database views 

A database view is a type of balance table which is not a real table in the 
database, but is instead a view of one or more registers (normally within 
ABW, but also potentially a view of table or registers outside of ABW).  

Database views are useful for business-specific reporting requirements, 
and typical examples include: 

• an alternative view of balance table for reporting purposes, for 
example to report with one row per combination of project and cost 
centre 

• a dynamic view of data – straight to transactions, for example to 
show the status of the last 5 weeks timesheets based on current 
date 

• to show (in a standard enquiry) separate columns for non standard 
columns, for example show columns income, expenditure, and profit 

• to add additional fields in Field help, for example show supplier id, 
supplier name, short name, town and post code on supplier field help 

• to combine standard tables with non-standard tables in the ABW 
database, for example to allow a table of notes to be reported 
alongside AGGADP balance table data. 
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Creating a database view 

The following demonstrates how you can create a database view by setting 
up a head office balance table as a database view, rather than the standard 
ABW head office balance table functionality. 

You create a database view by firstly setting up the balance table definition 
in the Balance table definition window. Secondly, you define the database 
view using the Database view definition window 

1. Display the Balance table definition window in ABW, and define the 
following balance table: 

 

Note the following regarding the table set up: 

• Table name – is set to uvhobal (i.e. a user-defined name, rather 
than the system-defined name which is automatically generated 
when you define a standard balance table) 

• Bal.tbl.type - is set to View (DB) to create a balance table which 
is not a real table in the database, but is instead a database view 
of one or more registers in ABW 

• Attributes - are defined as CLIENT and ACCOUNT 

• Amounts – are defined as GL Amount, Budget, and Rev Budget 

• no other check boxes are selected – since this is a ‘virtual” 
balance table, and no update of the table data is required. 

2. Save and close window 

3. Define the database view using the Database definition window: 
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 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Database view definition 

 

 Type uvhobal as the Table name 

 Tab to the Query field 

Double-click the Query field to display the Database view 
definition (zoom) window where you can enter the SQL query for 
the database view: 

 

 Enter the following query: 

Select ‘A3’ as client, a.client as dim1, a.dim1 as dim2, a.dim2 as 
dim3, a.period, a.amount, a.budget, a.budget2 from aagbal1 a 
where a.dim1 like ‘6*’ 
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This code does the following: 

• substitute ‘A3’ for client for all records in the table, thus allowing 
us to view all transactions when in the A3 client, and puts client 
into the first category 

• filters on account so that only accounts starting with 6 are 
selected 

 

 Click OK to save the query 

 Type N for the Status 

 Select Data | Save 

 

 Click Yes to create the database view 

 Close the window 

4. Perform an enquiry on the balance table to display the database view 
data: 

 Select A3 Client menu | AGRESSO Common | Balance table 
enquiry 

 Select BAL6 from the Balance table drop-down list 
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 Press Tab to display a list of balance table attributes in the 
Column name field 

 Press F7 to display the results, for example: 

 

NOTE: Balances for all clients are displayed in the query on the balance 
table. 
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Looking at examples of database views 

This section provides you with some typical examples of the uses of 
database views and covers: 

• Example 1 – An alternative view of balance table for reporting 
purposes 

• Example 2 – A dynamic view of data (straight to transactions) 

• Example 3 – Displaying non-standard columns 

• Example 4 – Combining standard tables with non-standard tables in 
the ABW database. 

 

Example 1 – An alternative view of balance table for reporting 
purposes 

This database view allows results of a balance table to be presented in an 
Excelerator report, with one row per combination of project and cost centre 
(the standard balance table AGGADP can produce a summary by project or 
cost centre, but not both). 

1. Set up a dummy attribute called COMBINED with a suitable category 

2. Create a database view called uvicombined with this SQL: 

SELECT sum(amount) as amount, dim1, dim2, dim3, 
dim2+dim3 as dim4, client, period  

FROM aglaggadp  

WHERE 1=1  

GROUP BY dim1, dim2, dim3, client, period 
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3. Define the following balance table: 

 

4. The database view can now be used either via a database view on 
screen, for example: 
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or in an Excelerator report, for example: 

 

 

NOTE: The only other alternative would have been to put the hard coded 
SQL in every report that required this combination. 
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Example 2 – A dynamic view of data (straight to transactions) 

This database view provides a dynamic view of data (a view that goes 
straight to the transactions), in this example a view that displays the status 
of last 5 weeks timesheets, based on the current date. 

1. Create a database view with this SQL (this view is based on another 
database view called uviresandper): 

SELECT r.resource_id as resource_id, p.period as 
period, r.client 

FROM ahsresources r, acrperiod p 

WHERE p.period between r.period_from and r.period_to 
and p.client = r.client and p.period_id = ´TS´ 

2. Create a database view with this SQL (this view is based on another 
database view called uvitshtstatus, it combines a list of 
resource/periods with timesheets entered and puts ‘MISSING’ in 
where the entry doesn’t exist): 

SELECT r.resource_id as dim1, r.period as dim2, 
r.client, isnull(t.status,´MISSING´) as dim3, ´209952´ 
as period, 1 as amount  

FROM uviresandper r 

LEFT OUTER JOIN atsheader t 

ON t.client = r.client 

AND t.resource_id = r.resource_id 

AND t.period = r.period 
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3. Create this database view called uvitsht5weeks to limit the enquiry 
to the last 5 complete weeks, with this SQL: 

SELECT t.dim1, t.dim2, t.dim3, p.date_from as datefrom, 
t.client, p2.period as period, t.amount 

FROM uvitshtstatus t 

INNER JOIN acrperiod p 

ON p.client = t.client 

AND p.period = t.dim2 

AND p.period_id = ´TS´ 

AND dateadd(day,-35,getdate()) < p.date_to 

AND dateadd(day,-7,getdate()) > p.date_from 

INNER JOIN acrperiod p2 

ON p2.client = t.client 

AND p2.period_id = ´TS´ 

AND dateadd(day,-35,getdate()) between p2.date_from and 
p2.date_to 

4. Define the following balance table: 

 

NOTE: An attribute is required to insert the TS.PER and STATUS values. 
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5. Run a balance table enquiry to display the report data: 

 

The results are: 
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Example 3 – Displaying non-standard columns 

This database view demonstrates how you can display non-standard 
columns in a standard ABW enquiry, in this example separate columns for 
income, expenditure, and profit. 

For example: 

• Income  1000 – 1999 

• Expenditure 2000 – 8999 

• Profit  Income LESS Expenditure 

1. Ensure that the relevant user defined columns are set up: 

• display the Balance table definition window in ABW 

• select a balance table e.g. AGGADP 

• press Tab to display the balance table definition 

• select Userdefined amount types from tools bar 

• Create 3 new Amount types as shown below: 

 

2. Create a database view called uviprofit with this SQL: 

SELECT sum(0-amount) as income, 0 as expend, sum(0-
amount) as profit, dim1, dim2, client, period FROM 
aglaggadp WHERE dim1 between ´1000´ and ´1999´ GROUP BY 
dim1, dim2, client, period 

UNION 

SELECT 0 as income, sum(amount) as expend, sum(0-
amount) as profit, dim1, dim2, client, period FROM 
aglaggadp WHERE dim1 between ´2000´ and ´8999´ GROUP BY 
dim1, dim2, client, period 
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3. Define the following balance table: 

 

4. Run a balance table enquiry to display the report data: 

 

The results are: 
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Example 4 – Combining standard tables with non-standard tables in 
the ABW database 

This is a theoretical example and cannot be demonstrated as the non-ABW 
table (unotes) does not exist in this training environment. 

This database view allows a table of notes (a non-ABW table) to be 
reported alongside AGGADP balance table data. 

1. Create a database view called uvinotes to look at a non-ABW table in 
the ABW database. The SQL is : 

SELECT b.amount, b.dim1, b.dim2, b.dim3, b.client, 
b.period, isnull(n.notes,´Not available´) as notes 

FROM aglaggadp b 

LEFT OUTER JOIN unotes n 

ON n.client = b.client AND n.costc = b.dim2 AND 
n.period = b.period 

 

NOTE: This:uses an outer join looks for null values. 

2. Write the following Excelerator report: 
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3. Run the report to display the results: 
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Session 6 
Looking at ABW 
System Balance Tables 
 

This session introduces you to ABW system balance tables and covers: 

• system balance tables 

• looking at the EXPENSES balance table 

• looking at the FATRANS balance table. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of what 
system balance tables are, and how you can view and amend system 
balance tables. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding what system balance tables are. 

Understanding how you can view and amend system balance 
tables. 
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About system balance tables 

System balance tables are balance tables which are defined within the 
system for use by ABW modules. 

Many system balance tables are just ways of looking at system data and 
have their own option on the ABW Main Menu to allow you to view (and 
amend) the table data. However, as some system balance tables are linked 
together, care should always be taken before performing any amendments. 

Balance Tables that are not in use by your organisation can be closed if 
they are not being used. 

Examples of system balance tables include: 

Table Purpose 

EXPENSES Expenses balance table used within ABW Project 
Costing and Billing to select costs for recharging 

FATRANS Fixed Asset Balance Table used to maintain balances 
within the ABW Fixed Asset register 

FADET A view on the FATRANS table that provides enquiry 
facilities within the ABW Fixed Asset Balance Table 

AGGADP An ABW balance table used for reporting on 
ACCOUNT, COSTC, and PROJECT – this table is often 
set up as the default ABW balance table 

LGPURCH Logistic balance table used for reporting purchasing 
statistics 

APBAL Accounts Payable balance table used for reporting 
supplier balances 

ARBAL Accounts Receivable balance table used for reporting 
supplier balances 

AGGCASH Cash Accounting balance table 

YEAREND Balance table that can be used in the ABW Year End 
Process 
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Looking at the EXPENSES balance table 

The EXPENSES balances table is used within the ABW Project Costing and 
Billing (PCB) module to hold transactions that are to be recharged for 
billing purposes. 

Because the table is a transaction balance table, you cannot display it using 
the standard Balance table enquiry window in ABW. Instead you can 
display the table data via an option on the ABW Main Menu. 
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1. Display the definition of the EXPENSES balance table: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table definition 

 Select EXPENSES for the Balance table 

 Tab to the next field to display the table definition in the window 

 

2. Zoom on the table SQL: 

 Double-click on an attribute in the Attribute column to display a 
Balance table definition (zoom) window 

 Double-click on a SEL statement to zoom on the SQL query 

 

NOTE:  

• that the standard table definition is very specific, for example the 
account range illustrated above indicates that that only accounts 
whose first character is between 4 and 7 will be included in the 
balance table 

• the SQL in this table will normally requiring changing to reflect 
the specific set up requirements of different organisations. 
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3. Close the zoom windows, then close the Balance table definition 
window. 

Looking at the FATRANS balance table 

The FATRANS balance table is used for tracking fixed asset transactions, 
and for capture these transactions in the ABW Fixed Asset Register. 

The table excludes transactions of transaction type ‘FA’, so that 
depreciation transactions are not included when defining asset cost. 

Because the table is a transaction balance table, you cannot display it using 
the standard Balance table enquiry window in ABW. Instead a FADET 
balance table view has been defined for use in the Fixed Asset module. 

1. Display the definition of the FATRANS balance table: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Balance tables | 
Balance table definition 

 Select FATRANS for the Balance table 

 Tab to the next field to display the table definition 
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2. Zoom on the table SQL: 

 Double-click on an attribute in the Attribute column 

 Double-click on the SEL statement to zoom on the SQL query 

 

NOTE:  

• the SQL selects transactions where the attribute in category 3 
starts with F 

• the table excludes transactions of transaction type ‘FA’, so that 
depreciation transactions are not included when defining asset 
cost. 

3. Close the zoom windows, then close the Balance table definition 
window. 
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Appendix A: 
Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Question Answer 

Is it a good idea to have one 
large balance table, or should I 
create separate balance tables 
to satisfy different functions? 

Big Balance Table – performance 
implications i.e. lots of 
‘transactions’. 

Small Balance Tables – DWS 
impact. 

Trade off between the two. 

 

 

 

 

Why doesn’t my balance table 
enquiry show the same figure 
as my transaction enquiry? 

Attribute categories. 

Updated using AG01 Balance 
table update – check parameters. 
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Question Answer 

Why is my balance table empty, 
even though I have run AG01 
and switched on the DWS? 

Check parameters used on AG01. 

Has the SQL been changed? 

 

 

 

 

The GL updates information on 
my balance table, but why is 
the purchasing information 
missing? 

Activation of balance table server. 

Parameters on Balance table 
update process. 

 

 

 

 

How can I get a master file of 
information, such as customer 
or project details, into enquiries 
using a balance table? 

Data model link. 
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Appendix B: 
Amount types 
 

Module Amount Type Code Column Name 

Accounts Payable  
(AP) 

Amount H2 ap_amount 

 Curr.  amount H3 ap_cur_amount 

 Reg.  amount UA ua_amount 

 Reg.  curr.  amnt UC ua_cur_amount 

 Rest amount H0 ap_rest_amount 

 Restamount currency H1 ap_rest_curr 

 Amount I2 ar_amount 

 Curr.  amount I3 ar_cur_amount 

 Rest amount I0 ar_rest_amount 

 Restamount currency I1 ar_rest_curr 

Budgeting (BU) Approved budget Y8 bt_budget 

Cash Accounting 
(CA) 

Amount VN amount 

 Cash amount CA cash_amount 

Commitment 
Accounting (CM) 

Approved (AFE) EG cm_afe_amount 

 Coll.  status LO pc_com_curr 

 Committed KN cm_com_amount 

 Forecast WI cm_fct_amount 

 Original budget WG cm_mce_amount 

 Pay schedule LN pc_com_amount 

 Reg.  project exch.  
rate 

KO cm_com_curr 

 Requested RG cm_pre_order 

 Rev.  budget WJ cm_cce_amount 

 Schedule (VOW) QW cm_vow_amount 

 UEC WH cm_uec_amount 

Contract Accounting 
(CN) 

Comm.  contract CC cn_rest_com_amt 

 Ordered contr. CT cn_com_amount 

Financial Plan (FP) Amount F0 plan_amt 
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Module Amount Type Code Column Name 

 

General Ledger (GL) Amount AA amount 

 Amount 4 AY value_3 

 Amount3 AV value_2 

 Budget BB budget 

 Budget currency BC budget_cur_amt 

 Budget number BN bud_number 

 Budget qty BQ bud_value_1 

 Curr.  amount AC cur_amount 

 Forecast BF forecast 

 Grants G5 grant_amount 

 Number AN number_1 

 Rev.  budget BR budget2 

 Value AQ value_1 

Payroll (PR) Amount payroll 1B pr_amount 

 No/Base 0J pr_value_1 

Project Costing 
and Billing (TS) 

Amount to be invoiced Z1 th_to_invoice 

Billable amount Z0 th_amount 

 Billable hours ZL th_inv_value 

 Budget amount TC ts_budget 

 Budget hours VT ts_bud_hrs 

 Costs TG tc_cost 

 Hours TU tc_used_hrs 

 Invoiced amount F2 ti_amount 

 Invoiced hours FN ti_inv_value 

Purchasing (PO) Goods received PD po_vow_amount 

 Purch.  not received PC po_rest_com_amt 

 Purch.  ordered PT po_com_amount 

Sales Orders (SO) Contr.  margin SM so_margin 

 Goods dispatched SD so_vow_amount 

 Incompl.  order SR so_rest_order 

 Invoiced SF so_inv_amount 

 Sales ordered ST so_com_amount 

 To invoice SI so_rest_invoice 
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Course Review 
 

This section reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 
objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

• understand the different categories of balances tables and their uses 
(there are 3 types of balance tables, this course concentrates on one 
of these types) 

• be able to set-up a new balance table, populate it, and maintain it 

• be able to set up data warehouses and a simple database view (a 
snapshot of your data at one time) 

• be able to link a balance table into the ABW Data Model (to bring in 
extra items of information) 

• be able to set up and use mathematical and user defined amount 
types (% of total etc) 

• understand the use of ‘special’ ABW balance tables which are set up 
in ABW, two examples are FATRANS (Fixed Asset Transactions) and 
EXPENSES. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

Session 1 – An Overview of Balance Tables 

• Understanding ABW balance tables, and their use. 

• Understanding the types of balance table. 

 

Session 2 – Creating and Reporting on a Standard Balance Table 

• Understanding how to define a standard balance table. 

• Understanding how to populate a balance table with data. 

• Understanding how to run an enquiry on data held in a balance 
table. 

• Understanding how to add budget data to a balance table, and 
populate the table with the data. 

• Understanding data warehouses, their use, and how you create and 
populate them. 

 

Session 3 – Looking at Balance Table SQL 

• Understanding how SQL queries affect the population of balance 
tables. 

• Understanding how to display the underlying SQL queries behind a 
balance table. 

• Understanding how to amend a balance table SQL query to change 
the data held within a balance table. 

 

Session 4 – Linking a Balance Table to the Data Model 

• Understanding how to create a balance table with non-GL amount 
types, and populate the table with data. 

• Understanding how to link a balance table to the data model. 
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Session 5 – Looking at Database Views 

• Understanding database views and their purpose. 

• Understanding how to create a database view. 

• Understanding the different uses of database views for business 
reporting requirements. 

 

Session 6 – Looking at ABW System Balance Tables 

• Understanding what system balance tables are. 

• Understanding how you can view and amend system balance tables 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 
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